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Sunlite 90159 4 Inch Modern Cube
Ceiling Spotlight, Matte Black Finish,
Aluminum Shade, Minimalist Design
Downlight, 50 Watts Max, GU10 LED Bulb
(Not Included), 120V, Living Room &
Entryways

DESCRIPTION:
Simplicity is how you would best describe the Sunlite 90159 4
Inch Modern Cube Ceiling Spotlight. Built with spotlight design
in mind, this matte black downlight highlights a slender
silhouette using smooth aluminum that would give dimension
to any ceiling. With its minimal shape, this sophisticated
downlight can be versatile. Try different color temperatures for
that desired looked. Works well alone or in pairs throughout
your home. The fixture is ETL listed so it could be mounted in
many applications. If minimalist interior design is your sought-
after vision, then this downlight would be a great addition.

FEATURES:
§ LOW PROFILE - The 4 Inch Cube ceiling light offers

effortless and modest lighting to indoor spaces. The
minimal spotlight is a low-profile fixture that easily blends or
enhances existing fixtures. This distinctive design allows
lighting at its center that pours out vertically through the
open end.

§ GEOMETRIC DESIGN - The minimal downlight is a
modern-day lighting mainstay that's low profile and yet
stylish. The simplistic fixture has a geometric design that
will provide sufficient lighting. Ideal for placement in areas
like hallways, bedrooms, and living rooms.

§ BULBS â€“ Each downlight requires 1 GU10 bulb. Try a
SUNLITE 80512 3000K bulb for everyday tasks or in areas
like kitchens, bathrooms, and powder rooms. For a relaxed
and calm setting, pair the fixture with a warm white color
temperature like the SUNLITE 80511 GU10 Bulb 2700K.
Pairing the fixture with a SUNLITE 80532 5000k bulb would
be great for retail spaces, this would allow more lighting to
showcase merchandise.

§ DURABILITY - The low-maintenance ceiling light sports a
solid aluminum construction, so it is built to last. With its
recessed lighting and strong housing, this allows a greater
degree of durability within its application space. Mount it in
different area in your home for the desired look.

§ ETL LISTED & EASY INSTALLATION - Damp located
rated, which is great for many applications. Perfect for
covered porches, garages, basements, and many more!
Designed to be installed directly to a standard junction box
on any wall. Hardware and instructions for mounting on any
standard junction box included. Dimensions: 4"H | 4" W |
4â€• D
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SPECIFICATIONS:

General Characteristics
Finish Black

Fixture Characteristics
Number of Lights 1
Mounting Surface
Fixture Technology Halogen
Use Location Outdoor

Product Dimensions
Package Dimension (in) (W) 4.3 (H) 4.3 (D) 4.3
Package Weight (lb) 1.24

Product Data
Case Unit Rate 12
Item UPC 653703901596
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